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The old adage that claims the best procedure for teaching involved.

the teacher at one end of the ijog and the student at the other, has some.truth

in it. If the teacher was aware of the individualities of the student and

was able to accomodate them to the means of instrytion0henthe one to one

relationship should have resulted in optimum learning-for'the student. If

the teacher refused to acknowledge the individualities of the student at the

other end of the log and insisted upon a,means of instruction in dissonance

with the student's learning skills, then optimum learning would have been

greatly diminished and there would be no advantage to the one to one relation-

.ship. As a rule today, we smile at the notion of the one to one relationship

as being unrealistic, uneconomic, and impractical. As teachers we claim we

do not have the time nor energy to personalize instruction. Further, it is

often ,argued, the time honored process of lecturing with tale discussion is

.
still the best-way to teach history; it certainly is the predominant means

e.

of instruction and-can be called the traditional way (TT).

If the TT class is clotely examined, numerous serious flaws can be

found. Let me give two. First and perhaps the most glaring flaw, is its

dehumanizing element where teaching becomes what is done to the student by

the teacher This is often reflected in the. observation that since the

students really don't know much, the instructor must TELL them what they

need to know. The important activity in ttie class is not TELLING but the

student's learning and learning is what the learner does.
1 Second, the TT

1. Michael Brick & Earl J. McG.ath, Innovaticein Liberal Arts Colleges*,

(Pew York: Teachers College Press, 1966T, p. 2.
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clasi normally uses the bell curve, which condemns most of. the class to

mediocrity. It would be wise to stress mastery of the material to be

learned-and if the entire class should reach the level of mastery, all of .

them should earicA.', If history is part of the humanities, why sho0d a de-

personalized rule such as the bell curve-become the measure of-the student?

The learner ought to be at the very center of what we do and our role'as

.
. .

teachers ought to be to facilitate the learning of each and every student

who comes to us.

The great advantage of the one Ito one relationship of the log meta-

.
phor is the chance for Vle learner to experience indtvidualized,perSonalized

learning and to-gain a level of mastery of the data. To achieve this there

are at least five principles that ought to be followed. They are:

1. The learner ought to be free of the usual time factor that -.

constricts most course`s.2
.

2. The learner ought be able to use as many systems of learning

as possible In orck:r to mater the data being presented.

3. The learner ought to be aware of his/her own learning skills and -

abilities. so.aS to make better use of his/her potentiality through'

the various systems of learnim available, and to augment his/her

weaknesses in order to gain higher levels ofiearning.
-

4._ The learner ought to know what is expected for mastery of the data

and this expectation must be stated in-clear unambiguoUs learning

objectives.

5. Learners should not be forced tino a single system of learning

but various systems of learning must beavailable to be fit to -

each individual.

These f.h.;e principles are incorporated in the AT section of World

CivilizationatithecampuseffiertheastMissouriState.University.
Fgr

2. Barry Bloom, Evaluation and Comment, (Berkeley: University of California

Press, 1960), Vol. I, 4o. 2, p. 7. Bloom reports zero or negative cor-

relation between grades earned and the amount Of time spent on homework.

!.le concludes that the time factor\ought to be lifted frOm course work.

4
o
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example, the-AT section has atwo year limit for completion of the course..3

The second and third principles above involving student's learning skills,

and abilities, and providing a number of learningsystems that can be'rnatched

to theeindividuarstudent, are part and parcel. f the AT section, The test

in use to identify the-individual student's learning skills is the Cognitive

StyleM4 InstruMent developed5y Dr:Joseph E. Rill iand'his associates of

Oakland Community College.: The three main elements of this instrument -

symbolic mediation,-cultural deteritinants, and Modes of inferenCes include

in part, the student'S use ',of his senses; the ability to use certain kinds

of_thenretical and qualitative symbols Such as words and numbers; the ability

to listen and read; the ability to derive meaning from symbols in an Individual,

istic, associative, or authoritative-fashion; and'the process used to make

decisions, which includes thinkeing.in terms of -rules, and principles, 'differences,

relationShips, deductions, and appraisal. These elements allow for 2,034

.different combinations and constitute the cognitive style of the individual

student. As Soon as the cognitive map is- available (computer-prouced with-.

in twenty-four hours) it is interpreted for the student and suggestions are

made as to how he or she. will probably best succeed in the course through

the, use of available systerk of learning.

There are seven different systems of learning that can be'adapted

to the individual student. The seven include: the traditionally taught

class; reading which includes the test and supplementary materials; audio-

visuals which includes movies, filmstrips, audio-tapes, video-tapes, and 8mm

loops; lectures put on an audio-tape with slides inturated into the text

3. W.J.McKeachie, "Research on Teaching at the College Level," Handbook of

Research on Teaching, ed. N.L.Gage, 1962. This article confirms the

idea that time restrictions on a course are no longer valid if learning

is the key motivating, purpose for a course. ,

a



oT thlectures1 student interaction which'includes
discussion groups, gdMes,

.4d,simulations; students teaching students; andlthe'use of docUments, arti-

'

.facts, and Jackdaws. A student Might pse some,,
any'combination of, or all .)4

" of these. systems.
Accompanying. the seven systems of. learning is a-fieMble

, testing procedure involving open
bbokfmUltiple choice tests, essays, oral,

repOrts.
4 o

.The foueth principle is met thrbugl, 1) the u'se of a clearly stated

set of instructions which giVe the Teguirementsfor the-various levels of

grades, and 1) a modUlar learnio program. This program consists bf an out- . °

4 ,

0

line of.the text, a series of self-tests with, answers, a tri-level,set of

learningobjectives,
andsuggestions for further reading: The learhing objec-

.

"tiVes are couched at the
seventh:level of BlooM's taxonomy as interpretedin

Gronlund's Stating Behavioral Objectives.: -This was done in an'effort to
-

unambiguously 'State the learning objectives of the,course. The first level

.gives the over-all learning objective for the unit, and it is usually divided

into five tb seven more specific learning objectives which constitutes the

-second level. The third level, is the division of each of the second level

objectives into singie concepts. If the student- doesc'nde:understand the-

i
4

y'

general first.level learning objeclive or one.of,the second level objectives,_
..,.

the single concepts can be mastered and finally the second level and then the-

0

general, objective for'the unit..

For the past three years I have been in the process of developing and

perfecting the individualized system of learning for world civilization or

4. Paul Heist, ed., ThZ: Creative College Student: An Unmet Challenge (San

Fvancisco: Jossey-Bass, 196-8). Heist lists among the frustrations of

creativity, the traditional grading techniques. This is avoided in the

AT approach through the use of the flexible testing proceduye where stu=

dents have the chance, Lo use the testing apprOach best showing their

mastery of the data.

0t
a'
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what is called Auto-Tutorial on our campus.. Frequently those interested tn

this approach have, asked how does this roach compare.with the traditialally

taught class. .This year in an effort to gain some answers to this question,

two of us who teach World Civilizations have engaged in an expeilment to

learn how theiwo approachs differ in the cognitive and affective domains.

There were thrie null hypothesis posited:

1. There would be no significant differences between the tw
courses-in the gain of post-test over pre -test scores.

2. There would beano significant differencesAn .the student eval-

uatiens of the two courses.

3. There would be-no significant differences in. the attitudinal

changes of the students toward the-subject of history.

Much cf,the design of the experiment was pre-determined by the pro-

cedures established by the University's curriculum requirements and the Fresh-
.

man Enrollment Office. Freshman and sophomore students are required to take

one of the three sequence (two semester) courses in the Social Science Divi-

sion to fulfill part,of their general eftcation requirements. Those who °

teach these three basic courses, U.S.Survey, World'Civilizations, and Religion

andHuman Culture, have very little control over the size of their sections

and the student composition of their section. This means that the students

in the two groups were net randomly selected for this experiment. However

both groups came from the same population. At the beginning of the semester

A
both groups were abut equal in size with.140 in. the section and 145 in

.the AT section. They were about equally diliided along male-female distribu-

tion. Both instructors used the same pre-test, the same text and Modular

Learning Program, the same p6st,test and evaluative, instruments. AT

section had a lower mean score on the pre-test than the TT section'. Further,

6

. -
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the ti ye-toward- the-subject---of--h1 story---t-han-the

section at the beginning of,the semester.

Thep section met three times per week for a 50 minute lecture and

some discussion. -The students in the TT section were tested six times

durlyrthe semester through the use of four multiple choicAtests and two

essay tests: Attendance was taken and did figure in the grade earned by the

- student. The instructor had theuse Ufa graduate assistant whose-main

responsibilities were to take attendance and to assist with the grading. At

the end of the semester a curve was used for grading purposes and 7.5% earned

-
A, 18% earned B, 39% earned C, 13% earned D, 7% earned F,_and 16% Withdrew.

The AT section met three times during the semester; twice at the

beginning for instructions and the administration of the pre-tests, and once

i

at the end of the semester-for-the post-test and evaluations. In thecourse.

of the semester, the students could choose between Option 'A or Option B.

Option A operated upon.an assumption that
when the-requirements of a course

were slightly reduced and the time factor halved, the students would'learn

as-much as du'ring the normal semester time span. In Option A, nine weeks

long, the students had les to do and less time to,do it in. They were asked

to'perform at of mastery over thirteen chapter tests that were multiple

choice In nature: to write two "A" essays plus four "A" evaluations of

various forms of media available to th'em, and finally to earn.atileast a

grade of 80% correct on' the final for the Trade of A fur-the-course: Option_

P

B, a two year time limit,, ,,involved performance at the 90% level of mastery

for the same thirteen chapter tests; the writing of four "A",essays and-

twelve "A"'evaluations of the various forms of media plus at least'80% Cor-

-6
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rect on the final exam to earn a grade of A. Since the course_di.dnot-rneet,____.

as a class] no attendance was taken. The instructor and the graduate

assistant saw theirpain purpbse to.be to facilitate thelearnifib of the-stu-

dents_in the sec ion. By the end of the semester, 47% earnd A, 35% earned 3,

% earned C, Oa earned D, 0% earned F, and 17% Withdrew.
D

e evaluation of the course was on a quadra-level basis. The study

'--6-frfi.1/sory waS.evaluatedon one part of the questionnaire.; the method of

. .*

instruction on another part; the third part measured other affective areas
4...

not covered on the first two parts; andthe,f6urth, the post-test, prottded
. v.*

he'cognitive gain made by the studenti,over the pre-test given at the be-

ginning of the semester. 44 Chi Square Test was used to'determine the sioni;-

ficance of the responses of the students to the items and then a Gamma Tett

was used to gain further discrfminatiortheir responses. This evaluation

was the basisfor testing the threeiull hypothesis.

The first null hypothesis stated there would be no statistically

- significant differences between the two sections on.the post-test gain. -Thy .

4.TY

AT class pre-test mean was 23 out of100possible while the TT Blass mean'

wes 31 on. the same test. The post-test mean was 77 for the AT class and only

6 for the TT section. Thus the first-null hypothesis was proven-wrong-and -

can be rejected. ThOse in the AT section more than tripled their pre-test'

score while those in the TT section did not double their score. Thus in the

togritive*doMain, the AT class did significantly better - they learned a

:great deal more.

The second null hypothesis, that there world be rio significant
I 0

dif-

ferences in-the evaluation of the two courses was `partly correct and partly '
9



3. This class is only for those who wi _teachers or for history

majors.
-f-

1

T
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1

A

incorrect. Over forty questions were answered,by the students in.the effort

to prove thiF-tecond nu31 fiypothesis. The qUestion oovered the Method of

'.teaching, _history :a43 subject,, and otherTlements,i-elative to the affectiv ,

domain. .Once the responses were tabulated,.they were found to be statistically

significant at the .001 level. Then the GamMa Test was applied to determine

the imporance of the responses. Of the fifteen questions directed toward.

-
. ,

vs

their attitudes toward history, nine or 60%-Ooduced significant gamma results.

The same- basic resultsowere found with the questidns relating to the Method,

of learning and also in-the third sectionof the questionnaire: In the latter

part, 67% or six .of nine questions demonStrated significant gamma results

with the gamma'being over .40. In short.the second null hypothests was
.

.
proven false and thus rejected. The AT secion and the TT section did not

.

produce similar evaluations-in the area of the affec-live\domain.

To make this'tlearer, let us' examine the questions asked and the

responses made by the two groups. The following are the six questions

from the survey that measured their attitudes toward history as a subject

that were answered basically the same by both sections.

I
"I

5. History does teach you to think.

-17 , Q
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.This-history.course should be elimi4alted as an offering'at

thys university. . . 4 1 '''''
4

..

4
1$ ,
t

The subject matter oth4s history class is to mechanical and

'-formalized.
7 l)
1_

A 7:
I 3.3

liq 41'771
3i2 4-1

13." This Cia,s in histdry has helped Mt develop an appreciation

the importance of the past to-tbepresent. .7

0
14 7

Tr.
4,7 . ' 26 -I 7

O /7 23--, 1

cc~,23

14. Th.B iistory class' has helped me appreclate the importance of .

history, in daily livtng.. :
- e)

A' T 37
rr g.:...27

of

It is obvious the responses
support history as a subject %A thin

the University's curriculum. Whether or not the,course is taught in the 0

,

TT or AT manner seems to have little bearing on the students -responses.

However the majority of thi: responses to this part of the.eiuestionnail

present a.different pattern and this pattern silow's the teaching approachr

does make a significant difference.i

tv
.

0,

0.
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.'1. This course in history should, be required of all students for

graduation.

A T
T

Q

5( 19 31
Z9 13 s7

4

'2. I received experience in this history classthat will be''valuable

for me allof my life. .

113
E t

'I- O

24 -36 3,,

4. This history course gave me my first real enthusit...m for history.

1
3s' -.35' .....LLIL.

2 / 70
, 4

7. *Most of the work for, the class was valuable.

TT
60 '.34)
3 1 3 . ,r 21

czi

0

A 8. This c)'ass is the best class here in which creative thinking

can be. tau§ht.

C)

7
rT

2 / 5'.1 2b,
71/

9. Only the brighter students benefit'-from this

.e)

F

in history.

MEI16
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11. This class has improvedjv,ability to thinkjogiCaliy.

4> .

T

G O 2
3.r

12. I-wouid recommend this course to anyone.

4

AT
Tr\

7/ 16- -,r
4/0 7\8

o

15. This- cou se was excellent fOr the slower student-who needed

-mare repetition and prodding than,most.
r

A-7"
Tr

76 /6 41
I i3 31

_.1
(5-01 _I

The _responses to the AT section-are significantly more positive than those

of the'TT section. As can 'be seen in the distribution of the responses,

, .

,

which, are in percentage's, the AT Class tends ,to respond in the opposite' than-

pers.fromthose in the 1:sectiOn. This was most pronounced for questions

1,2,4,8;11,12,15. In ohewOrds in these,guestions where AT settion

responses were significantly positive, the TT-section's responses were negative.

A similar situation-developed in the response's to the questions that

dealt with the method of teaching history, in seven questions or 47% of the

. -
. ,

..

time,?the two methods of instruction remarkabl lY....1111141_resultc

.-
. -- ,

17. I would-have :like to ask'wore questions during the semester.

T
7T.
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19. The gradin-g has been fair this semester.

4T.
-r r

+ 0
c7 19 /I/

.3.-3 2 Fl. 17

.20. There was a lot of class time wasted this semester.

-C)

Ai / /6 7a
1 13 'cc's'

21. I wasn't able to keep up with 'the other students..

O

Ar
TT

0

1 2$ 43
II 15 , 4 3

28. .There was too much emphasis on things that werenTimportant.

0

AT
rr 37 25' 31/

29. There was too much outside worksrequired this semester.

+ 0

AT

o is

SIM

21 /9 6-,--e

izi 17 -46 -

C

30. It was too easy for thd slacker to get by this semester.

YAP

0°

bar 6

'
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These responses are not significantly different but the responses are of

the character one would hope to achieve in any history class. However the

majority of the questions present a different pattern that shows the strength

of-the AT section over the-TT section

16. I like the, way history was taught this semester

Ar
Tr

8 7
.

21 .- 210 1--/7

18. I knew how I-was doing all semester

1' 0

T

TT

41.61111

741 /6` c'/

22. Ittook,too long to get my test papers back.

0 alse

23. We covered the subject too fast.

4T I /7 7

24. I believe too much written work was required this semester.

0

AT

.0

f 3 5" ill-7

a 1 ii al

15



. 25. I had plenty of opportunity to work on my own this semester.

t

AT
TT

c ,
20- 20

worked incie.i.n history than in my other classes.

AT p7 2. -2 ILI..."_______.....

t,

27. I think more use of teaching ffaterials-would have helped.

4-

OM I

AT
7-T

25 30 ilit
S"'? 2 s IV

4-

The responses to the AT section are significantly stronger than those in

the TT section. Either the students in the AT section re0orided in reverse.

to those in.the TT section or the former's responses were significantly

higher-to warrant a higher gamma. In either instance the responses of the

AT section demonstrate-more positiveriess in'the area of the affective domain

than .those in the TT section.

The last nine,questions-presenteda configuration in which the AT

-section dominated the TT section's responses. In three instances there

were no statistically significant differences in' the way in which the, two

sections responded to the questions.

34. Was the amount of time you spent on'the class more, same, less

than what you spent on your other classes

41
T i

2 g 37 F2 6,

/to '1? 2 7
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45. Do you think you understand your world better now as a result

of this course.

/FT
77-

Om.

65" 3 O 0
5-0 zip ',5-

47. Did you,like,history before taking-this-course.

47
0

'47 /2 3.0
-6-.3 ,22. 1 g

34/

4
The remaining six responses;put the AT section in a very positive' light.

For example:

35. Have you' found this class more, same, less difficult than

your other classes,.

Ar
rr

/6 1/7- I 2 -8
if/ 36 I . //

36. Would you 'recommend this class to your friends.

-

S/ 7 /2.
2la L' 2 7

37. Have you learned more in this class than-in your other classes.

0

47 go Liz
13 33 4//
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38. If you had a choice-between this type of class and a tra-

=
ditionally taught .class, which would you choose. (This was

worded-in reverse order 'for the-TT section.)

4.

1-

AT
2L/ 26/.

0
0

S. "" S'III

Are you satisfied with the evaluation of your work.

0

rr

70 i
2.q 36 3

4

48. Has your attitude changed toward history as a result of

taking this course.

+-
AT
TT

-r

Most of the above instances the gamma revesents a' significantly
.

higher response on the part of the AT sectibn. This was true for'questions

go 36' o
/G 116 L'} /Z

36,'38, 42, 48. For questions 35, 37, theyresponsgs were reversed. In

question 35 more of the TT section found their section more difficult than

those in the AT section and more AT students found their section less difr.

ficult than those in the TT section. This can be explained in part by the

fact that when students are succeeding in a class and feel the class is

relevent, they find it to be of less difficulty than one in which they are-

bored or they find the class to be meaningless to them: The responses "of

the students to question'37, are quite significant in that more in the AT

section felt they learned more than those-in theIT_section. This tends to
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support the position taken in relation to question 35 above.
5

In summary,

the second null hypothesis was in error and rejected since in-the students'

responses, the AT section received more statistically significant positive

responses than the TT section.

It is apparent by now that the third null_hypothesis is false and

must be rejected. The students in.the AT sect-0 began.. the semester more

.

negative toward history than those in the TT section by-by the end of the

semester, 40% of the AT negative students had become positive and-none became

more negative while in the TT section, only 16% who had been negative

became more potitive while 12% actually became more negative toward history.

.
On the basis of the data presented in this study involving approXi-

mately equal populations, it can be concluded that:

1. The students in the AT section learned more than those in the

TT section.

2. The students in the AT section gave more positive evaluations

of the course than those in the TT.section.

3. More of the students in the AT section who had begun the class

negative toward history became'more gsitive to the stUdylbf

history by the end of the course while those in the TT section

tended to retain their pre-course attitudes.

The implications of this.study are important for the history profession.

The TT sections have a place in the'curriculum but not the dominant place

heretofore enjoyed by them. If the purpose.of the history course is to

learn the facts of histdry and how to interpret them in a meaningful manner,
0.

--5.---R-.-W4fteY"MOtivatt-on Reconsidered: The Concept of Competition",

Psycholoov Review, Vol. 66, 1959,-p. 297-353, where the same basic idea

-ig presented..

0 i.9
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the AT approach seems, to accomplish this much more effectively than the TT ---

/

approach. This study shows that AT can bring about a more positive change

toward the study of history than the TT approach. Unless there is a greater

positive' change in the affective domain at theefreshmanand sophomore levels,

the hstoryyrofession will probably experience a decline in enrollment at'

the upper levels of study which will compound an already difficult situation.

Thus,-AT ought, -to become the predominant means of teaching history at least--

',at the early levels of college and university' student experience.

4
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